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Introduction
The Decade of Centenaries Timeline was funded by the NI Community Relations Council and reflects the
objectives of the CRC’s Remembering the Future – A Decade of Anniversaries initiative and its exploratory,
educational and plural principles.
The Decade of Centenaries Timeline uses images to explore the history of the North of Ireland from
the Redistribution of Seats Act of 1885 to the suspension of the Boundary Commission in 1925. Key
anniversaries such as the First World War and Easter Rising are broken down into a series of smaller,
interrelated events with artefacts, documents, newspapers and photographs used to recount this
tumultuous period in Irish history. By providing a balanced view of this period in a sensitive manner, the
timeline is designed to make events inclusive and to allow viewers to understand different perceptions and
interpretations of their own history and culture.

The Decade of Centenaries Timeline uses artefacts to illustrate a chronology of events in 40 years of Ulster’s history.
This activity uses the website to stimulate pupils/individuals to create their own personal, interactive timeline.
1. Encourage the class/group to explore the timeline and discuss the use of images to represent events; does a
picture tell a thousand words? Discuss how timelines can be used to show the evolution of events in a meaningful
way by demonstrating cause and effect and continuity and change.

The aim of the timeline is to introduce and engage people with the ‘Decade of Aniversaries’. Links and
references to trusted educational resources and venues have been included within the website to encourage
further exploration of events. This resource is designed to be used on a PC or tablet at home by a single
user or in community groups and schools.

Suggested Activities
This booklet contains Suggested Activities for use with classes or community groups. These activities use
the Decade of Centenaries Timeline as a stimulus to explore the themes of ‘My History,’ First World War’ and
‘Industry and Welfare’. These activities can be used with any age group however KS3 curricular relevance
has been included for more targeted learning experiences.
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KS3 Curricular Relevance
Areas of Learning: History
Key Elements:
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Activity 2: Create Your Family Tree
History becomes more immediate and relevant when retold from a personal perspective. Investigating an ancestor’s
personal experience can bring an historical event or period to life. This activity encourages class/group to create
their own individual family tree dating back to the 1885-1925 period and to build up a picture of an ancestor who
lived during that turbulent period in Irish history.

• Explore how history has affected their personal identity, culture and lifestyle (Personal Understanding).
Learning Outcomes:
• Research and manage information effectively to investigate historical issues, using Mathematics and ICT where
appropriate;
• Communicate effectively in oral, visual, written, mathematical and ICT formats, showing clear awareness of
audience and purpose.
Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities:
• Managing Information;
• Thinking, Problem-Solving and Decision-Making;
• Being Creative;
• Using ICT.

1. In 1901 Queen Victoria Died. She was succeeded by Edward VII. The Royal Family Tree from Victoria to Prince
William shows the relationship between Queen Victoria and her descendants Queen Elizabeth II and Prince William.
Discuss with the group the relationship between different generations, grand-son, great-grand mother etc.

Prince William and his great-great-great-great-grandmother Queen Victoria
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2. Navigate to the industry topic and show a selection of images from the timeline showing people at work and at
leisure. For instance Women and Girls in the Shirt Factory, Men in the Ship Yard and Holiday-makers at Portrush.
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Some useful sources of information:
• PRONI has an online searchable catalogue of Street Directories 1819 -1900. Later street directories are held in
many libraries and archives;
• The Ulster Covenant was signed by 237,368 men, and the Declaration by 234,046 women. A relative’s signature
may be located in the online Ulster Covenant and Declaration;
• Freeholders’ records provide a range of information about land ownership;
• PRONI has a searchable index to the will calendar entries for the three district Probate Registries of Armagh,
Belfast and Londonderry;
• Published in 1847-1864, the Griffith Valuation was the first full scale valuation of Ireland;
• The Commonwealth War Graves Commission Find War Dead search facility provides information on First World
War soldiers’ service number, rank, regiment and grave locations.
• The BBC has some useful information on researching family trees.

3. Ask the class/group to describe the people in the images, their appearance and possible characters. Ask the
group to compare and contrast themselves with those in the photographs. Discuss the group/class’s ancestors from
a 100 years ago. What would they have been like, could they be in one of these photographs?
4. Ask the pupils to create their own family trees dating back to the 1885-1925 period. Begin by asking pupils to write
down their names and names of family members with dates and places of birth marriage, or death. Talk to parents,
aunts, uncles grand-parents about previous generations. Look for tangible clues such as old photographs, medals,
certificates and wills.
5. Create a family tree with the information found, using a template such as Family Tree Template for Microsoft
Excel. For gaps in the family history try searching the 1900 or 1910 census or birth, death and marriage records in
the General Register Office NI (GRONI).
6. Once the family tree has been completed, ask the class to build up a fuller picture of a chosen ancestor who lived
between 1885 – 1925. Discuss with the class their ancestor’s character and appearance, their place of work, their
home and their daily lives. Ask individuals/ pupils to create a collage about their ancestor using evidence such as
photographs, payslips, birth, marriage or death certificates and medals. This collage can then be presented to peers.
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KS3 Curricular Relevance
Areas of Learning: History
Key Elements:
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Theme 2: First World War
11th November 1918 Armistice ends the First World War.

“170,000 Irish men enlisted in the war, half of whom came from Ulster. Of the 40-50,000 killed in action
at least half were Catholics. Thirty-seven Victoria Crosses were won by Irish men during the war.”

• Explore how history has affected their personal identity, culture and lifestyle (Personal Understanding);
• Investigate the long and short term causes and consequences of the partition of Ireland and how it has
influenced Northern Ireland today including key events and turning points (Citizenship).
Learning Outcomes:
• Research and manage information effectively to investigate historical issues, using Mathematics and ICT where
appropriate;
• Communicate effectively in oral, visual, written, mathematical and ICT formats, showing clear awareness of
audience and purpose.

Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities:
• Managing information;
• Thinking, problem-solving and decision-making;
• Self-management;
• Using ICT.

Knowledge, Understanding and Skills:

Activity 1: Bringing a Soldier’s Story to Life

• Developing continuity and change enquiry skills to undertake historical investigations;
• Developing critical thinking skills to evaluate a range of evidence and appreciate different interpretations;
• Understanding chronological awareness and the ability to make connections between historical periods, events
and turning points.

First World War memorials are a common fixture in the urban landscape. Now that the conflict is out of living
memory, these familiar landmarks provide a connection with the past. By selecting names on a memorial plaque,
we can use the range of archives available online and in libraries, museums and public record offices to build up
a picture of an individual soldier’s experience of First World War. This process can deepen our understanding of
the conflict and bring the war experience to life. This activity involves selecting names on a local First World War
memorial, researching the service personnel and uploading evidence onto Lives of the First World War.
1. Locating a suitable local war memorial.
War memorials dedicated to the casualties of the First World War are located throughout UK and Ireland. Look in
your local train station, library, bank, school, town hall, church or town centre. You can also use the online search
facilities provided by War Memorials online and Imperial War Museum to locate your nearest memorial.
2. Selecting names.
Take the group/class to visit the memorial, discuss its site, role and purpose. If the memorial is associated with a
building, ask it they have a record of the erection of the memorial. If you can find date of dedication, you can check
local newspaper archives for newspaper articles or photographs of the event. Take photographs of the memorial,
ensuring the names are legible. Divide group/class into smaller research groups. Copy 20 names from the
memorial onto pieces of paper ensuring they represent a range of ranks and regiments. Ask each research group to
select a name to research. Encourage each group to build up a picture of the soldier’s home and war experiences.
Information gathered can then be entered onto the Lives of the First World War website.
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3. Explore Lives of the First World War website.
Lives of the First World War is a digital memorial created by the Imperial War Museum (IWM) to remember men
and women who saw active service during the First World War. The museum has uploaded the records of nearly 8
million service men and women from across Britain and the Commonwealth. Each entry acts as a personal timeline
for an individual. IWM needs people to research and upload evidence to help build up the stories of these service
personnel. The class/group can even form its own community around their location i.e.
• Castleton Lanterns is a community within the website that is hoping to research the men depicted on lantern
slides found in Castleton Presbyterian Church.
• Ballydehob at War is looking to find the life stories of the men who fought in the first world war from Ballydehob
in the Mizen head Peninsula.

4. Reading the memorial.
The amount of information on a memorial relating to service personnel varies. Ideally the inscription will include full
name, rank, regiment and gallantry awards, however some references are restricted to surname and initial.
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5. Researching your soldier.
A great place to start is the Find War Dead search facility on the Commonwealth War Graves Commission website.
This will provide information on a soldier’s service number, rank, regiment and grave location. Use the following links
to build up a more detailed picture of the service personnel.
• The 1910 and 1911 censuses will provide their address, date of birth, names of parents, children and siblings
and type of housing.
• Pension service records are held at National Archives and can be searched online, however, the archive only
contains 2% of the original records.
• A soldier’s medal index card lists the name and date of the award and the issue of the London Gazette that
contained the medal citation. BBC has a guide to understanding a medal index card.
• London Gazette World War I notices contain the citations of bravery i.e.

• Long, Long Tail has a guide to each regiment, their theatres of war and links to regimental museums.
Regimental Museums will contain copies of Battalion war diaries.
6. Tell your soldier’s story.
Add the collected evidence to the soldier’s timeline at Lives of the First World war and illustrate their life story. For
help adding evidence to the individual life stories see adding a life story.

Abbreviations after the name often represents gallantry awards. The following are abbreviations for awards from
the First World War: VC (Victoria Cross), DSO (Distinguished Service Order), DSC (Distinguished Service Cross),
MC (Military Cross), DFC (Distinguished Flying Cross), DCM (Distinguished Conduct Medal), CGM (Conspicuous
Gallantry Medal), DSM (Distinguished Service Medal), MM (Military Medal), DFM (Distinguished Flying Medal), AFM
(Air Force Medal), MSM (Meritorious Service Medal), MID (Mentioned in Dispatches).
IWM provides some information about medals and Campaign medals. The Great War website has a detailed
explanation of the British Awards for Gallantry.
Most common army rank abbreviations used:
MAJ Major; CAPT Captain; Lt, LIEU Lieutenant; 2nd LT Second Lieutenant; SGT-MAJ Sergeant Major; SERGT, SGT
Sergeant; CPL Corporal; L. CPL Lance Corporal; PVT, PTe Private; RFN Rifleman.

http://centenariestimeline.com
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KS3 Curricular Relevance
Areas of Learning: History
Key Elements:
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Activity 2: Soldiers’ Experiences of Passchendaele
During the First World War, the soldiers confined to trenches along the Western Front faced appalling conditions.
Passchendaele was described by many as the nadir of their experience. The Imperial War Museum has collected
a mixture of interviews, photographs and paintings that record the battle. This activity explores the use of audio,
photographs and paintings to depict the horrific conditions of Passchendaele.

• Investigate the impact of significant events/ideas of the 20th century on the world (Cultural Understanding).
Learning Outcomes:
• Research and manage information effectively to investigate historical issues, using Mathematics and ICT where
appropriate;
• Communicate effectively in oral, visual, written, mathematical and ICT formats, showing clear awareness of
audience and purpose.
Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities:
• Managing information;

War Art during the First World War
During the First World War, the government commissioned and purchased art to create a record of and a memorial
to the war. Initially cameras were banned on the Western Front and only surveyors from the Royal Engineers were
allowed to take photographs. It wasn’t until 1916 that the first two official press photographers were commissioned
by the British Government to take photographs of conditions at the front. In July 1916 a government propaganda
department initiated the first war art scheme, commissioning artists to provide eye witness images to illustrate their
propaganda publications. In 1917 the Department of Information was established. They broadened the war art
schemes, commissioning leading artists of the day; William Orpen, Paul Nash and C. R. W. Nevinson to explore
different aspects of the war. In 1917 The Imperial War Museum was established to collect and commission art.
The following year, The Department of Information became the Ministry of Information and established the British
War Memorials Committee. The new ministry widened the scope of the war art scheme further to include ‘fighting
subjects, home subjects and the war at sea and in the air’ for a proposed but never realised Hall of Remembrance.
The committee commissioned artists such as Percy Wyndham Lewis, Stanley Spencer and John Singer Sargent to
depict events.

• Thinking, problem-solving and decision-making;
• Working with others;
• Using ICT.

31st July – 10th November 1917 Third Battle of Ypres/ Passchendaele
During the Third Battle of Ypres, soldiers experienced horrendous conditions of rain and mud that physically drained
and demoralised combatants.

Developing Knowledge, Understanding and Skills:
• Continuity and change enquiry skills to undertake historical investigations;
• Critical thinking skills to evaluate a range of evidence and appreciate different interpretations;
• Chronological awareness and the ability to make connections between historical periods, events and turning
points.

http://centenariestimeline.com
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General Hubert Gough of Co. Waterford, described the scenes from the battle:

“The surplus water poured into the trenches as its natural outlet, and they became impassable for
troops; nor was it possible to walk over the open field - men staggered warily over duckboard tracks.
Wounded men falling headlong into the shell-holes were in danger of drowning. Mules slipped from
the tracks and were often drowned in the giant shell-holes alongside. Guns sank till they became
useless; rifles caked and would not fire; even food was tainted with the inevitable mud. No battle in
history was ever fought under such conditions as that of Passchendaele.”
1. Discuss the image of the stretcher bearers wading used to illustrate the Third Battle of Ypres timeline entry.
Discuss the purpose of the image, the effect on the general public at the time and the probable experiences and
feelings of the men depicted. Compare the image with one of Gilbert Rogers paintings of stretcher bearers First World War Stretcher bearers of the Royal Army Medical Corps and The Dead Stretcher-bearer.
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2. The Imperial War Museum Voices of the First World War podcast: Passchendaele features soldiers describing the
conditions during the battle. The podcast is 25 minutes long and time-codes have been provided for each excerpt.
Ask the class/ group to listen to the descriptions.

“It rained for three solid weeks and the plight of the men in the trenches in the northern part of
Belgium was absolutely impossible. It was so impossible that the men coming out of the trenches
who were wounded had to get rid of their kilts because they couldn’t walk because the pleats were
covered in this horrible slime which made such a weight. I’ve never seen conditions like it; in every
trench it was two feet of water!”
Walter Cook of the Royal Army medical Corps (Passchendaele 06.23 – 07.03)

“So we were marched into Ypres with the baggage and machine guns in a lorry and up through
Hellfire Corner going up the Menin Road where old Jerry used to shell all day and night. We passed
that alright up Menin Road about half a mile… oh! What ruin… the horses, mules, men, everything
dead across. I never saw such destruction in my life. And big shells coming over, bursting. We
managed and we didn’t catch a shell at all. Then we had to advance up two small ridges from the
main road and there we came across small tanks that had been knocked out or stuck in the mud;
they were no damn good at all.”
Thomas Phillips of the Machine Gun Corps (Passchendaele 13.02 – 13.54)

“But it stuck to you all over ... it slowed you down, it got into the bottom of your trousers, You were
covered with mud. The mud there wasn’t liquid, it wasn’t porridge; it was a curious kind of sucking
kind of mud. When you got off this track with your load, it ‘drew’ at you, not like a quicksand, but a
real monster that sucked at you.”
Lewis Gunner Jack Dillon (Passchendaele 18.15 – 18.46)

“It was a nightmare, because all you had was a couple of duckboards side by side and either side
of it was about ten feet of mud with the top of a tank sticking out of it here and there. If you fell off, it
would take a traction engine to pull you out, almost. It was that deep – it was absolute sucking mud.
There were cases when one or two men slipped off the duckboards and it took a couple of their
comrades to pull them out gradually, inch by inch, when they managed to keep their arms out and
they pulled them out, inch by inch, out of the mud and got them on again, on the boards again…”
Stretcher-bearer William Collins (Passchendaele 19.55 – 20.33)

“One of things that I remember chiefly there was the smell because the ammunition for the artillery
had to be taken up on pack horses, with three 18-pounders on each side of the horse. So if the poor
animals got hit and killed their bodies were laid out as food for the rats, you see, and of course the
stench was abominable.”
British private Donald Hodge (Passchendaele 22.30 – 22.56)

Gilbert Rogers - First World War Stretcher-bearers of the Royal Army Medical Corps © Wellcome Library

“It was mud, mud, everywhere: mud in the trenches, mud in front of the trenches, behind the
trenches. Every shell hole was a sea of filthy oozing mud. I was tired of seeing infantry sinking back
in that morass never to come out alive again. I was tired of all the carnage, of all the sacrifice that
we had there just to gain about twenty-five yards. And there were many days when actually I don’t
remember them; I don’t remember what happened because I was so damned tired. The fatigue in
that mud was something terrible. It did get you and you reached a point where there was no beyond,
you just could not go any further. And that’s the point I’d reached.”
British gunner John Palmer (Passchendaele 23.13 – 24.03)

http://centenariestimeline.com
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3. Review the photographic gallery that accompanies the Imperial War Museum podcast Voices of the First World
War: Passchendaele. Discuss whether the photographs adequately illustrate the conditions experienced by the
soldiers.
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KS3 Curricular Relevance
Areas of Learning: History, Art & Design

4. Paul Nash saw active service with the Artists Rifles 1914-1917 and was commissioned as a war artist from 1917.
Review Paul Nash’s images of Belgium. Discuss the purpose of Nash’s paintings. Compare the photographic and
painted depiction of the battle, which is more successful?
5. Ask the class/ group to select one of the quotes from the podcast and to create their own artistic interpretation of a
soldier’s experience. These can be displayed in the classroom alongside the quote.
Find out about soldiers’ experiences with these other Imperial War Museum resources:

Key Elements:
• Investigate the impact of significant events/ideas of the 20th century on the world (History & Cultural
Understanding);
• Critically investigate and evaluate the power of the media in their representation of a significant historical event
or individual (History & Media Awareness);

• Voices of the First World war Trench Life podcast;

• Investigate the long and short term causes and consequences of the partition of Ireland and how it has
influenced Northern Ireland today including key events and turning points (History & Citizenship);

• Living in the Trenches;

• Make an informed and critical response to a social/environmental issue (Art & Citizenship).

• The Western Front;
• Fighting in The Trenches.

Learning Outcomes:
• Communicate effectively in oral, visual, written, mathematical and ICT formats, showing clear awareness of
audience and purpose;
• Demonstrate creativity and initiative when developing ideas and following them through.

Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities:
• Being creative;
• Self-management;
• Using ICT.

Knowledge, Understanding and Skills:
• Understanding different perspectives and interpretations;
• Developing critical thinking skills to evaluate a range of evidence and appreciate different interpretations;
• Developing creative thinking skills in their approach to solving problems and making decisions;
• Researching, gathering and interpreting information from direct experiences, observations, memory, imagination
and a range of traditional and digital sources;
• Developing an appreciation of the work of artists, designers and craft workers from their own and other cultures,
past and present.

http://centenariestimeline.com
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Activity 3: Recruitment Posters
Lord Kitchener successfully used recruitment posters to encourage volunteers to join the war effort. The posters
were skilfully designed to appeal to a range of motivations and were adapted for different regions within the United
Kingdom. An analysis of the designs of Irish recruitment posters reveals the motivations and attitudes towards
recruitment in Ireland during the First World War.

Decade of Centenaries Timeline Suggested Activities for classes and community groups
• An Irish Hero
• Will you make a Fourth?
• Have you a relation of friend serving?
• Ireland’s war map
• The isle of Saints and Scholars
• Farmers of Ireland defend your possessions
• The Huns have desecrated and destroyed the cathedrals of France and Belgium.
• Come Join the happy throng
• Do you understand horses?
• Royal Marine Labour Corps

3. Discuss the potency of the imagery used in these recruitment posters. Would the posters have the same impact
today as they did 100 years ago, encouraging 20,000 men in the UK to join up everyday?
4. Discuss with the class/group whether attitudes towards British Army recruitment in Ireland might have changed
during the war. Can they find evidence of this in changes in the content and design of recruitment posters?
Other sources for examples of recruitment posters:
• Imperial War Museum Recruitment Posters slide show;
• Slide show of First World War posters from Journal.ie.
The British Expeditionary Forces (BEF) consisting of regulars, reservists and former soldiers began to leave for
France and Belgium in August 1914. Extra British Army recruits were required to face Germany’s formidable army
of four million soldiers. Lord Kitchener, secretary of state for war, launched a recruitment campaign for volunteers.
Recruitment offices were set up all over the UK and millions of recruitment posters were designed and printed.
The recruitment campaign initially targeted all able-bodied men aged between 19 & 35 years of age who were over
5ft 3in. The poster campaign targeted these young men as well as those who had influence over potential recruits
such as friends, spouses, girlfriends and relatives. Recruitment posters were designed to exploit motivations of
national duty, sympathy, virility, guilt, fear, shame, comradeship and financial benefit. As the war progressed the
upper age limit of volunteers increased and conscription was introduced in Britain in 1916.
1. Compare the two posters included in the Decade of Centenaries timeline. ‘I’ll go too!’ & Mr John Redmond MP &
The War. Ask the class to compare and contrast the styles of design. What message do the posters convey? Does
the class/ group think they target the same audience?
2. Review the following Irish recruitment posters. Identify the primary target audience and the motivation exploited.
Explore the combination of layout, language and graphics used. Discuss the effectiveness of the different styles of
posters.
• Irish Men avenge the Lusitania
• Give us a hand Old Man
• Irish Regiments want more men,
• Have you any women folk worth defending?

http://centenariestimeline.com
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KS3 Curricular Relevance
Areas of Learning: History, Art & Design
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Theme 3: Industry and Welfare
Activity 1: Exploring the Linen Industry in Ulster

Key Elements:
• Investigate the impact of significant events/ideas of the 20th century on the world (Cultural Understanding);
• Critically investigate and evaluate the power of the media in their representation of a significant historical event or
individual (Media Awareness);
• Investigate the long and short term causes and consequences of the partition of Ireland and how it has influenced
Northern Ireland today including key events and turning points (Citizenship);
• Investigate and respond to the use of visual language, logos and catchphrases in advertising (Art & Design &
Media Awareness).

Learning Outcomes:
• Communicate effectively in oral, visual, written, mathematical and ICT formats, showing clear awareness of
audience and purpose.

Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities:
• Managing information;
• Thinking, problem-solving and decision-making;
• Using ICT.

Knowledge Understanding and skills:
• Understanding cause and effect;
• Developing critical thinking skills to evaluate a range of evidence and appreciate different interpretations.

Belfast receives charter to become a city on the 5th November 1888. Belfast was the leading commercial and
manufacturing centre in Ireland when it received the charter. Its industrial might was built largely on its linen
manufacturing capabilities with 192 linen manufacturers and 34 bleachers and finishers operating around the city.
The climate of Ireland is suitable for growing flax and cultivation of the crop began around the 16th century. Initially
a cottage industry, the Hugenots arrived and modernised the production of linen. By the Victorian period, Ulster
had become a linen producing powerhouse. Mills, bleach greens, flax fields and ponds could be found across the
North East of the province. The industry has all but disappeared but evidence of the industry can still be found in the
names of towns and streets and in some buildings. This activity encourages an exploration of the linen heritage and
the working and living conditions of the textile workers in the local area and makes a connection with current textile
working conditions in other parts of the world.
1. Ask the class/group to research the production of linen. Can they identify and describe all the stages of the
process from flax to fabric and the type of location/premises for each stage i.e. flax field, flax retting ponds, beetling
mills?
• BBC Video clips describing how linen is made, and the bleaching & spinning process.
• Craigavon Historical Society describes all the stages of linen production.

2. Study maps of the local area to discover evidence of linen manufacturing in your area. Names like ‘Mill Lane’,
‘Flax Street’ and ‘Linenhall Street’ would indicate an association with the linen industry. Look at old OSNI maps of the
area to see if the class/group can find buildings or areas associated with the linen industry like flax ponds or bleach
greens. Ask the class/group to source old photographs or take photographs of any surviving physical evidence
remaining such as mill cottages, street signs or old chimneys and create a collage about the linen heritage of the
area.

http://centenariestimeline.com
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3. In 1894 the Royal Commission on Labour reported on women working in the Irish textile industry. They noted the
high rates of Tuberculosis (TB) amongst women working in the industry. The report also stated that many processes
in the flax mills and linen factories were dangerous under the terms of the Factory and Workshop Act of 1891.
Ask the class to study the photograph of women working at warping machines at York Street Mill, can they identify
possible hazards in the workplace. Using the list of stages of production of linen from step 1, can the class/group
identify possible hazards associated with each step?
4. In 1901 the Factory and Workshop Act raised the minimum work age to 12 years old. Explain to the class/
group that a hundred years ago they might have been employed in a factory as a half-timer. Ask the group/class to
research the experience of half-timers and to write a week of personal dairy entries from a hundred years ago.
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7. Discuss with the class/group the possible working and living conditions for workers in overseas textile industries.
Over the past few years there have been reports of harsh working conditions in a number of clothing factories in
Bangladesh, China and India. The collapse of the Rana Plaza in Bangladesh, which killed over 1,000 workers,
highlighted the dangers of the industry. The following footage sheds light on the conditions in these factories. Watch
the clips and discuss with the class/group the similarities of factory conditions overseas and in Victorian Ireland. Ask
the class to think of ways to improve working practices in the textile industry across the world.
• PBS award winning documentary China-Blue
• The Full Story of the Rana Plaza Factory Disaster
• Deadly Cost of Fashion: Rana Plaza Collapse

5. The rapid expansion of linen production and shipbuilding in Belfast during the 19th century resulted in an influx
of people into the city in search of work in the factories, mills and yards. Ask the class/group to describe this
photograph of Hope’s Court, Millfield which demonstrates the living conditions for those working in manufacturing in
Belfast in the late 19th century. Note the mill in the background and the remains of the single privy/toilet for the whole
street. Explore Alexander Hogg’s photographs of Belfast urban streets and ask the class/group to imagine what life
was like for one of the occupants of Hope’s Court.

• BBC News Dark world of Bangladesh’s clothing industry
Other links
• BBC For Teachers KS3 Ethical Fashion Thematic Unit
• Lisburn Museum and Linen Centre
• BBC For Teachers KS2 Linen Thematic Unit

6. Legislation has ensured that working conditions in the UK have vastly improved. However the majority of textile
and clothing manufacturing now takes place outside the UK in countries such as Bangladesh, China and India
where regulations are less stringent. Ask each member of the class/group to find the country of origin on the label
of three of their favourite items of clothing. Plot these on a map, and discuss with the class why textile and clothing
production has moved overseas.
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KS3 Curricular Relevance
Areas of Learning: History, Geography
Key Elements:
• Explore issues related to Economic Awareness (History & Economic Awareness);
• Investigate the impact of globalisation and how it has produced winners and losers (Geography & Economic
Awareness);
• Explore issues related to Personal Health (History & Personal Health);
• Explore how history has affected their personal identity, culture and lifestyle (History & Personal Understanding);
• Develop a sense of place and belonging at a local level (Geography & Personal Understanding);
• Investigate differences in lifestyle within and between countries (Geography & Citizenship);
• Explore how we can play a role in helping to promote a fairer world for all (Geography & Citizenship);
• Research and debate ethical issues in geography (Geography & Ethical Awareness).

Learning Outcomes:
• Research and manage information effectively to investigate historical/geographical issues, using Mathematics
and ICT where appropriate;
• Communicate effectively in oral, visual, written, mathematical and ICT formats, showing clear awareness of
audience and purpose;
• Demonstrate creativity and initiative when developing ideas and following them through;
• Work effectively with others.

Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities:
• Managing information;
• Thinking, problem-solving and decision-making;
• Working with others;
• Using ICT.

Knowledge, Understanding and skills:
• Understanding cause and effect;
• Developing enquiry skills to undertake historical investigations;
• Developing chronological awareness and the ability to make connections between historical periods, events and
turning points;
• Developing creative thinking skills in their approach to solving problems and making decisions;
• Understanding a range of local, national, European and global contexts.
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The Deacde of Centenaries Timeline has received support from the Northern Ireland Community Relations
Council which aims to promote a pluralist society characterised by equity, respect for diversity, and
recognition of interdependence. The views expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the Council.
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